ALLEN IS PASSED.
Justice Wood Is Made Police Judge.

FREQUENT ESCAPES OF D. A. FORTESCO FROM FOOTPOOLS.

GENERAL KELLEY'S LAST ACT.
How a Doctor Refused to Enforce a Breach of a Nullity of Plan.

EARLY BIRD.
An Illustration of a Man Who Takes His Breakfast Before the Clock ticks Twelve

HULL OF A STORM.
The Great Fire at Port Perry Last Night.

A FEAST FOR BODY AND SOUL.
Stanford University Students Also Take a Turn and Initiate Two Conferences.

MERCANTILE LIBRARY.
Michael H. Schiess Will Lecture for the 7th Annual.

A RANCHER'S JOY.
His Experience Worthy of Emulation.

A FRUCTUS.
Outing of the Chautauqua-Tulip Society.

BERKELEY.
A New Fine Picture.